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In the case of Mary
Marchand Woods, it took the
foresight to realize that great
works of art should be
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VISIONARY?

A dream that now houses more than 2,500

considered that the Museum she envisioned

pieces of fine and decorative art, created by

nearly 50 years ago would one day become her

regional and nationally recognized artists.

legacy.

Visionary men and women who, through a

preserved for future

variety of media, captured the times, places

All she had at the beginning was a vision.

generations. The belief that

and people of western Pennsylvania -

One that we hope you will share.

what these works

America itself.

and of

Because it is up to you to help carry that

represented, both to the
art world and to the
region, was worth

her family home and fortune to create the

keeping and sharing. The

Westmoreland Museum of American Art, she

focus to create a nationally

could not foresee that it would one day become

renowned museum. And

not only a regional treasure, but a national one.

the courage to create the

She might not have realized that her gift to the

Westmoreland Museum

community would create a link between

of American Art out of

schoolchildren and seniors, jazz fans and

what was once, simply,
a dream.
Mary Todd Marchand
Tokyo, June

1923

Woods,

Back in 1949, when Mrs. Woods bequeathed

journalism students, art patrons and
Pennsylvania historians. She probably never

vision into the future.
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Ron Donoughe is one of many local
artists who have benefited from the
Museum's vision. His exhibition, Western
Pennsylvania Scenes, was arranged in
conjunction with the traveling exhibition,

When the Museum first opened its doors in 1959, its goal was

Scenes of American

has become much more -

the Smithsonian

Life: Treasures from

American

An Museum.

"I see myself as a bridge from past
work to the contemporary, and this was
an ideal setting to show that." he
explained. "People were able to compare
the work of a living artist to work that
was done quite a number of years ago."
Ron especially liked working with
the staff of the Museum, whom he
credits with having the vision to do
something different. "They were not
afraid to deal with contemporary
issues, even though so much of
the work they have at the
Museum is historic. They were
in tune enough to visit my
studio, and to conceive of
an exhibition that showed
how my work related to
their permanent
collection as well as to
what they were exhibiting
at that time."

"to provide a cultural and educational resource expressly for
the people in rural southwestern Pennsylvania." Since then, it
not only to the tens of thousands

of people who pass through its doors each year, but to the
artists, past and present, whose visions it represents.

Artists who, because of the commitment of the Museum to
display regional and living artists' work as well as historical
work by nationally known American artists, have been able
to share their vision with a wider audience. Who have
showcased the beauty of the state on a regional and national
level. Who have, through their interaction with Museum

Ron Donoughe, Barrier to Steel, courtesy of the artist

visitors, educated and inspired others.
American Art, the National Portrait Gallery, The Pennsylvania
And just as the Museum is helping to promote Pennsylvania's

Academy of Fine Arts, The Butler Institute of American Art,

art to a wider audience, it is also committed to bringing

and the Smithsonian American Art Museum as well as from

artworks of world-renown

private collectors -

here. The Museum has exhibited

pieces from institutions including the Whitney Museum of

works that otherwise might not have

been seen by the people of southwestern Pennsylvania.
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AND
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of

American Art's 40th Anniversary
Invitational exhibition highlighted
the works of nine regional artists

EXHIBITIONS

whose art had appeared at the
Museum during the past four

"One of the many good things

Museum allows exhibitions to

I can say about the Museum is

evolve, which involves risk," she

that they really trust artists -

explains. "But they have a vision,

they believe that anything is

and they have enough

possible, and they support you

belief and trust in that vision to

in every way they can," says

go ahead. And they have the

Diane Samuels, who has twice

nimbleness to change as things

exhibited at the Museum.

alter along the way."

decades. The exhibition was
shown in conjunction with the
Museum's grand reopening in
June of 1999.
Richard A. Stoner,
Urban Trees: Sunroom Cactus,
courtesy of the artist

Diane first put together a

Diane also appreciates the

site-specific exhibition in 1994,

Museum's efforts at community

entitled Figures of Speech: The

outreach. "The kinds of programs

Alphabet and Golem Projects,

they develop -

and she returned for the

Society to brown bag lectures to

40th Anniversary Invitational

their educational programs -

exhibition in 1999. An internation-

really engage people's

ally renowned artist who lives in

interest," she says.

Pittsburgh, she credits the

"The programming

Far Left: Diane Samuels

Museum with having the flexibili-

is visitor-friendly -

ty to explore new ideas. "The

it invites people in."

Left: Diane Samuels,
The Alphabet Project, 1994,
courtesy of the artist

from the Jazz

The Southwestern
Regional Art Exhibition,

Pennsylvania
hosted by the

Museum in 1996 and 2001, featured
the works of artists within a 100-mile
radius of Greensburg.
exhibition

provided

The juried

a venue for regional
artists' work.

Artists featured in the Southwestern

Pennsylvania Regional Exhibition

In an effort to showcase

the dramatic

diversity

of styles represented

by the artists of the

20th century, Museum Curator Barbara L. Jones organized Face to Face: 20th Century Portraits,
featuring the works of John Sloan, Andy Warhol, Elaine deKooning, George Bellows and others.
Local artists including Charles "Bud" Gibbons and Fred Del Guidice
demonstrations
in conjunction with the exhibition.

provided

commentary

A collaboration

and

between

the Museum

and the

Westmoreland

County Historical Society,
Celebrating Greensburg: 1799-1999, included
paintings,

city's

antiques

and memorabilia

from the

past 200 years.

Dry Goods, Greensburg, courtesy of the
Westmoreland

County Historical

Society

Mark Perrott, Jeff.
courtesy

of the artist

Elaine deKooning
Alice Neel (1900-1984),

Irene and Eva, courtesy
of Robert Miller Gallery,
New York

(1920-1989),

Aristodemos Kaldis,
courtesy

of Salander-O'Reilly
Galleries, New York
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All That is Glorious Around Us: Paintings from
the Hudson River School featured paintings

From Westmoreland

from a single private collector. The exhibition
gave the public an opportunity to see works
from one of the most comprehensive private
collections of this genre in the world. The
exhibition was so popular that it is still traveling
years later. A second exhibition, All That is
Glorious Around Us - Part II, featuring more
works from this same collection, will debut at
the Museum in 2005.

Kathleen Mulcahy, Whirling,
courtesy of the artist

Victor DeGrailley, Anthony's Nose on the
Hudson, Private Collection

Patterns In Time: Quilt Making

in America

was the most well-attended exhibition of
decorative arts hosted by the Museum. The
exhibition highlighted quilt making methods
from 1790 to the present, and featured
quilts from public and private collectors, as
well as pieces from the Museum's
permanent collection.
Paul D. Pilgrim, Dutch Sampler, 1996;
Photo: Charles R. Lynch,
courtesy of the Museum of the American
Quilter's Society, Paducah, KY

Glass to Contemporary

Glass

showcased the mastery of the artisans of the
Westmoreland Glass Company, formerly located
three miles from Greensburg, and was the most
comprehensive collection of Westmoreland
Glass presented for public viewing since 1937.
The exhibition featured more than 200 of the
company's pieces and the work of Pittsburgh
glass artist Kathleen Mulcahy.

Scenes of American Life: Treasures from the Smithsonien American
Art Museum. Nearly 6,000 people came to see Scenes at the

Museum in 2002, breaking all of the Museum's attendance records
for a temporary exhibition. The Museum staff made an early and
concentrated effort to secure the traveling exhibition from the
Smithsonian American Art Museum - a vision that was rewarded
with record-breaking numbers.
Edward Hopper, Cape Cod Morning (detail). 1950
Smithsonian American Art Museum, Gift of the Sara Roby Foundation
Scenes of American Life is one of eight exhibitions in Treasures to Go, ~
from the Smithsonian

American Art Museum,

•.

0

touring the nation through 2002.

The Principal Financial Group is a proud partner in presenting
these treasures to the American people.

Financial
Group

Bounty: Still lite Painting in Southwestern Pennsylvania,
/860-/9/0 was the first exhibition at the Museum devoted
strictly to southwestern Pennsylvania still life painting.
The regional exhibition brought together important works by
artists of the Scalp Level School. The Museum also produced a
catalog for this exhibition.

Nature's

Albert F.King, Watermelon with Plug,
courtesy of Godel & Co. Fine Art, New York

The Holiday Toy
and Train Exhibition.

The Museum's annual
Holiday

Toy and Train

attracts families
from all over southwestern
Pennsylvania. In addition to displaying
private collectors' unique toys, the Museum
draws from its own 2,OOO-piececollection to
create what has become one of the area's
favorite holiday traditions. During this time,
the gallery adjacent to the exhibition is
transformed into an interactive play area
for children.

Exhibition

Louis Marx and Company Marx Toys,
Paul A. Chew
65th Birthday Toy Fund, Collection
Westmoreland Museum of American Art
Flash Gordon Rocket Fighter,

A.S. Wall, Hanging Grapes,
photograph courtesy of Stan Mabry
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Spirit of a Community:
The Photographs of Charles
"Ieenie" Harris, made local
and national news when it
opened in February 2001.
The exhibition was reviewed in

SPIRIT
THE

OF

A

COMMUNITY:

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF

The Wall Street Journal,
CHARLES

"TEENIE"

HARRIS

the New York Times, the
Tribune-Review, the Pittsburgh

Post-Gazette and Essence

One of the most extraordinary exhibitions ever to take

only one shot of his subjects, Harris' vision of black

place at the Westmoreland Museum of American Art

America still resonates among those who witness his

featured the works of Charles 'Teenie" Harris. Director/CEO

photography today. More than 7,500 people came to the

Judith OToole and Curator Barbara Jones envisioned the

Westmoreland Museum of American Art to view the

2001 large-scale exhibition of the noted Hill District

exhibition -

photographer's work. The exhibition was co-curated by

thus far. The Museum was honored with the NAACP's

Henry Simonds and Kenny Love, who also produced the

Branch Merit Award, which is given for "efforts to promote

documentary film One Shot: The lite and Work of Charles

diversity and spirit of community."

magazine, among others,
as well as featured on ABC
Nightly News and NBC's

Weekend Today Show.
The New York Times article by

surpassing every Museum attendance record

"Ieenie" Harris.
While other museums and galleries had exhibited Harris'
As an African-American photographer for the New

work, the Westmoreland Museum of American Art was the

Pittsburgh Courier for more than 40 years, Harris roamed

first to present a comprehensive exhibition. Working in

the alleys, workplaces, nightclubs and ballparks of

conjunction with his family, the Museum was also the first

Pittsburgh with a Speed Graphic black-and-white camera. In

to exhibit photographs using some of the more than 80,000

his hometown, Harris captured celebrities like Lena Horne

negatives that had been tied up in litigation for years -

and Dizzy Gillespie, and athletes including Josh Gibson and

creating a fitting tribute to the visionary photographer.

Satchel Paige. Even more important, he captured the faces
of everyday people -

and as a result. immortalized the

20th-century black experience. Nicknamed "One Shot" by
Mayor David L. Lawrence because of his habit of snapping

Charles 'Teenie" Harris (1908-1998),

Jackie Robinson at Forbes Field, 1947,
Estate of Charles H. Harris, ©2000

Stephen Kinzer, Feb. 7, 2001

Black Life,
In Black
And White
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COLLECTION

One of the hallmarks of a true
visionary is the ability to

Michael Harnett, Robert Henri, Winslow Homer,
John Singer Sargent and Paul Manship. Artists

see things in a different
way -

something that

is demonstrated each
day in the Museum's

today, and whose influence is still
felt years later. Work that. thanks
to the vision of the

permanent collection.

Westmoreland Museum of

The collection, strong in

American Art. will be

portraiture, still lifes, and
landscapes, is arranged by
subject. instead of date, and is
accompanied by sculpture and decorative arts

preserved and shared
with generations of
visitors for years to
come.

of the same style and time period. In this way,
visitors can see how American art has
evolved -

how one vision has led into another.
Paul Howard Manship

And some of America's leading visionary
artists are included in the Museum's broad
collection -

including Mary Cassatt. William

(1885-1966),

Briseis,

Gift of the Henry L. Hillman
Foundation. Pittsburgh, PA.
Collection Westmoreland
Museum of American Art

Far left:
Mary Stevenson Cassatt (1844-1926),
Mother and Two Children, Anonymous Gift,
Collection Westmoreland Museum of
American Art
Below:
Winslow Homer (1836-1910). Sunset Fires,
Gift of the William A. Coulter Fund,
Collection Westmoreland Museum of American Art

Aaron Henry Gorson (1872-1933).
Industrial
ADDING

TO

THE

COLLECTION

Scene, Pittsburgh,

Gift in memory of Roy C. McKenna,
Collection Westmoreland Museum
of American Art

For the past 10 years, the Museum has continued
to add to both its national and regional permanent
collections with the addition of nearly 500 new
works of art. These include:
George Washington

-

Industrial

-

Scene, Pittsburgh

Aaron Henry Gorson

Pittsburgh

-

River Scene

Johanna Knowles Woodwell Hailman

Autumn

-

Harris

Thomas Sully

Landscape

Charles Linford

Apples in a Hat

-

Levi Wells Prentice

Mrs. John Wheeler

-

Pittsburgh,

-

Leavitt, Cecilia Kent Leavitt

Cecilia Beaux
PA

Colin Campbell Cooper

Ice on the Allegheny

Alfred H. Maurer (1868-1932),
Two Sisters, Gift of the Westmoreland
Society, 2000, Collection Westmoreland
Museum of American Art

-

Otto Kuhler

,

Cottage Beside a Stream, Autumn

-

William Coventry Wall

A Fowl Hanging

-

Point Judith

-

on a Door

George Hetzel
Narragansett,

Rhode Island

Alfred Thompson Bricher

Crazy Quilt

It is not only Museum
visitors who appreciate the
permanent collection.
One of the reasons that the
Westmoreland Museum
of American Art has been
nationally recognized is the
fact that it is approached by
museums from all over the
world to borrow works from
its collection for inclusion in
their exhibitions.

-

Unknown

Briseis

-

Paul Manship

Reclining

-

Cat

William Zorach

Two Sisters

-

Alfred Maurer

The Lynch Tiffany Window

-

Louis Comfort Tiffany

Seven Drawer

-

Chest

Dated 1867, attributed to Jeremiah Stahl
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Founded in 1986 by Westmoreland Museum of American Art

In 2002, the members of the Westmoreland Society chose to

Director Emeritus Dr. Paul A. Chew, the Westmoreland Society

purchase the Soap Hollow Seven Drawer Chest dated 1867,

is dedicated to the collection, conservation and advancement

attributed to Jeremiah Stahl. They also honored the

of American art. Each year, the Society holds a black-tie dinner

Pennsylvania Council on the Arts (PCA) and its executive director,

at which members vote for a piece of artwork that they will

Philip Horn, with the Westmoreland Society Gold Medal.

purchase for the permanent collection, and award their Gold
Medal of Distinction to individuals who have made a difference
in the field of American art.
Westmoreland Society Gold Medallists,
December 2001, left to right: Presenters
Elsie Hillman and Harley Trice, Judith
O'Toole, Charles "Little Ieenie" Harris,
and Westmoreland Society President
Linda Boxx

In 2001, the 96 members of The Westmoreland Society chose
to support the purchase of the Lynch Tiffany Window. At their
dinner meeting in December, they awarded a posthumous
Gold Medal to Distinguished Artist Charles "Teenie" Harris, the
highest distinction in the arts. Harris' medal was accepted by
his son, Charles "Little Teenie" Harris. A Gold Medal was also
awarded to Distinguished Museum Director Judith O'Toole.
Right: George Hetzel (1826-1899), Country Road,
Gift in memory of John H. Coulter by his friends and family,
Collection Westmoreland Museum of American Art
Background: Otto Kuhler (1894-1976),
Wabash Railroad Bridge (detail), Collection Westmoreland

Museum of American Art
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THE

REGIONAL

COLLECTION

Charles "Teenie" Harris, and Nature's Bounty:
Still Life Painting in Southwestern Pennsylvania,

Southwestern Pennsylvania Landscapes and
Valley of Work: Scenes of Industry comprise the
Museum's semi-permanent regional
exhibitions. Demonstrating changing
painting styles as well as the changing
physical landscape of the region, these
collections are of special interest to local
audiences, many of whom can relate to both
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the landscape and industrial scenes as a part
information on each. The Museum plans to

of their heritage.

expand this access to the World Wide Web in
2003.
EXPANDING
THE

ACCESS

TO

COLLECTION
MUSEUM

PUBLICATIONS

In an effort to share the Museum's resources
with the public, including scholars and

In order to disseminate information on the

researchers, computer kiosks were

Museum's exhibitions to an even wider

introduced in 2002 to provide visitors with

audience and to create a lasting record,

access to the permanent collection database.

the Museum publishes catalogs on specific

Users can currently access more than 1,000

exhibitions. In 2001, catalogs included

images of individual works with background

Spirit of a Community: The Photographs of

logs are sent to libraries, schools and museums
throughout the nation and are sold in the
Museum Shop.

Nature's Bounty:
Southwestern

Still Life Painting in

Pennsylvania,

1860-1910
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Otto Kuhler
(1894-1976),
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In order for a vision to become realized, it must be

schoolchildren,

about the Museum's

can grow ~ and the stronger it can become.

seniors and other community

actively sought out the participation

Marguerite
Dougherty,

everyone from business

Museum of
American Art

the Museum's

Museum

of American

of the community

~

By reaching out to schools, the Museum

provides students

docents

volunteer

at the

Museum,

providing

way to learn.

changing

of

and

Painting and Decorative

Arts,

Painting. The docents

also go

where, with the aid of more

by the Museum

Every Picture Tells a Story: Discovering

collection,

exhibitions,

they enlighten

Landscapes and Valley of

children view a video produced

guided

on a variety of subjects

than a dozen slide presentations,

particularly

Work: Scenes of Industry, to teach fourth-grade

tours on the highlights
the permanent

Pennsylvania

collection,

students

about the history of the state. As part of the program,

age-appropriate

out into the community

with a fun, stimulating

program that uses the Museum's
Southwestern

Landscape

not only

The Pennsylvania History Project is a curriculum-based

doors.

Twenty-eight

and American

History Project

reaches a potential audience at an early age, but

leaders to artists to school

to ensure that the vision doesn't stop within

Early American

groups

Art has

The Docent Program

including

Jazz in June at St. Clair Park,
Jazz Society

For this

D.

children -

Westmoreland

collection,

Pennsylvania

of the Old
Duff-Norton
Plant, Gift of

Collection
Westmoreland

Lynda Jamison,

N

OUTREACH

shared. The more people who believe in it. the larger it

reason, the Westmoreland

o

entitled

Pennsylvania

History through Art, to prepare them for the follow-up

jazz music as an American

Museum

the Society attract between

visit. At the Museum,

interactive

docent-led

they are treated to

tours, an art studio workshop

by a regional landscape

led

painter, and a talk by a retired

Museum;

Museum
The Westmoreland

concerts

and Jazz in June, at St. Clair Park, brings more

who have appeared

in concert at the

include Kenny Blake, Joe Negri, Walt Harper,

Jazz Society
Maureen and David Budway, Ernie Hawkins, AI Dowe

The Westmoreland

Jazz Society was created in 1997 with

the goal of developing

new audiences while promoting

by

85-120 people to the

than 700 people to the park adjacent to the Museum,
Jazz luminaries

steelworker.

art form. Monthly

and Etta Cox, Dwayne Dolphin, Roger Humphries,
Harold Betters and Lynda Jamison,

The Women's Committee, 1962, Tribune-Reviewphoto
Back row, left to right: Mrs. Ruth Yeates, Mrs. William Patterson Jr., Mrs. Herbert Friedlander, Mrs. John Scales,
Mrs. Robert Jamison, Mrs. John Coulter, Mrs. Rafael Diaz, Mrs. James Jamison, Mrs. Herbert Walfish,
Mrs. T Barrett Quinn, Mrs. Allen Miller and Mrs. John Robertshaw Jr.; Seated from left to right: Mrs. Thomas Jamison,
Mrs. Everett Sorber, Mrs. Samuel Pittler, Mrs. John Burket and Mrs. Joseph Jamison

The Women's

Committee

as Bennard Perlman,

The Classic American Getaway

art critic, professor
The Museum's

Women's

Committee,

established

in

In order to expand its tourism

and

audience, the Museum
national expert on the

1960, hosts two community-based
in addition to other activities.

and On the Table invites

fundraisers

Each spring,

each year

Art in Bloom

joined other visionary organizations,

including the
Ashcan School; and

Greater Pittsburgh

Convention

and Visitors Bureau's
Tina Williams

the public to create flower

Pittsburgh
arrangements

that interpret

Brewer,

Office of Cultural Tourism and the Laurel Highlands

works of art found in the

Visitors

fiber artist,

Bureau to create the Classic American Getaway.
teacher and quilting

Museum.

The public casts monetary votes for their

A two-day

travel package, the Getaway includes a visit to
consultant.

favorite arrangement.
hosts the

Every fall, the Women's

Art in the Kitchen Tasting Tour, during

participants

Committee
which

visit local homes, and enjoy treats from the

hosts' kitchens. The self-guided

tour was initiated

in

the Westmoreland
Wright's

Museum

Fallingwater

of American

Art, Frank Lloyd

and House on Kentuck Knob, the

Just for Kids

Christian Klay Winery and other points of interest. Since
its inception

in 2001, marketing

campaigns

Children's programs

at the Museum

focus on interaction

and activities

are designed to

have brought

the mid-1990s, and evolved from the

almost 24,000 people to southwestern

publication

of the Women's

Pennsylvania with an economic

Committee

cookbook,

rather than passive

learning. Kidspace is a hands-on gallery that engages the

Kitchen,

Art in the

impact
youngest

audience

members

in art projects.

activities

include free workshops

Various art

of $2.6 million in tourist revenue.
that combine

an

which is sold in the Museum
For Lifelong

Learners

interactive

discussion

with a studio art project and art

Shop. Funds raised from these events
classes. Summer Art Camp, a weeklong
support

Museum

acquisitions,

is geared to students
programs

and other projects.

art experience,

Brown Bag Lectures, Thursday Evening
7-9 and 10-12. The Museum

holds an annual Family Day, and throughout
around exhibitions

the year

encourage adults to
features exhibition-themed

interact with the Museum

scavenger

hunts and activities

on a regular
to encourage

basis. Recent Thursday Evening
Porch, Frank Lloyd Wright's
House at Kentuck Knob

also

Lectures and special events designed

Lectures have included speakers such

families to explore art together.
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WMAA Expense History

What does it cost to encourage a vision 7 While it

Expenses to Earnings

1.400,000

seems odd to try to put a price on a dream, the
fact is, it costs money to keep the Westmoreland
Museum of American Art open -

1,200,000

The Westmoreland Museum of American Art has

1,000,000

always been outsized for the community -

800.000

though its

has continued to keep its doors open for nearly

600.000

rewards far exceed its expense.

yet it

400.000

50 years. For most of its history, the Museum

200,000

has operated at a deficit Rewards that include introducing generations of

2002 2001 2IXXl 1999 1998 1997 1996 19$

1994

making

1993 1992

the best of limited resources, while keeping
Americans to art. Adding money through

2001-2002

Income

economic development to the community's
coffers. Preserving a region's people and its
history. Rewards that, without the Museum,
could only be imagined.

50%

2001·2002 Income vs. Expenses
1,400,000

The goal of the Visionary Fund is $6 million. With
1,200,000
10%

your help, we can not only stabilize our founder's
1,000,000

vision -

800,000

•
••
••
•
III

to provide a cultural and educational

2001-2002

expenses steady.
Gift

&

Grants

Audience Development

southwestern Pennsylvania with an extraordinary
Other

Admissions
Endowment Income

Expenses

Exhibitions

600,000

southwestern Pennsylvania -

•

Collections

400,000

to grow. To make the Westmoreland Museum of

•

Programs

American Art not only a regional treasure, but a

•

Audience Development

200,000

•

Fundraising

•

Physical Plant

•

Depreciation

•

Administrative

but help that vision

'3%

national one, To realize Mary Marchand Woods'
WMAA

and national artists, the Museum needs your
help to stabilize Mary Marchand Woods' vision,

Museum's endowment, which will enable us to
eliminate the ongoing deficit, as well as provide

11%

Expenses

opportunity to view the works of local. regional

Your donation will become a part of your
•

WMAA

In order to continue to provide the people of

Earned Income

resource expressly for the people in rural

Income

Where will your money go?

Membership

dream, To continue to be visionary.
10%

the funds necessary to ensure your Museum's
future.

Rembrandt

Peale (1778-1860),

Portrait of George Washington
(detail), ca. 1824 (Porthole Type).
Gift of William A Coulter
Collection Westmoreland
Museum

You are our biggest resource
When you make a donation to the Westmoreland
Museum of American Art, you have the option of
specifying where you want your money to go -

amount to us -

quite simply, we couldn't keep

our doors open without you. That's why we hope
you will consider planned giving as a way to
ensure that your legacy lives on.

including collections, exhibitions and programs,
the Museum facility and grounds, or audience
development. Or you can let us use the money
where it is most needed. Either way, you are
helping to support one of southwestern
P nnsvlvania's greatest cultural resources.

In 2000, the Museum received a planned gifta remarkable gift of an acquisition trust fund
worth nearly $1 million, given by William
Jamison. The William W. Jamison II Trust. given
in the name of his parents, Ralph E. and
\

Elizabeth H. Jamison, will provide the Museum
Naming opportunities
For those who want to become a permanent part
or the Museum, we have naming
opportunities available.A Westmoreland
Museum of American Art representative would
be happy to discuss this with you.
Planned Giving

with the opportunity to purchase important
works of art to fill gaps and expand the
collection. With the dramatic increase in the cost

\

I
' /

.~

of American art in recent years, the trust is a
more than welcome gift to support the core
mission of the Museum.

If you are interested in the concept of planned

The Museum has established a planned giving

giving, we would be pleased to discuss the

program, and your support means an incredible

different options with you at your convenience.

/

of American

Art

Fund.

